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Challenge
Concerns around mental wellbeing were being raised more frequently 

and we saw an increase in absenteeism and performance issues, related 

to mental health. We signposted national support services but there was 

a need to assess what we could do internally to help. It was time to 

introduce more proactive measures – in order to support employees 

with their day-to-day.

Approach
We researched what other organisations were doing and attended events to 

gain insight into the latest in thought leadership. Education and making sure 

employees have enough of the right resources available to them, were our 

key takeaways. Along with facilitating discussions on mental wellbeing at 

work and providing employees with Mental Health First Aid training, we 

decided that a digital platform would form a central pillar of our strategy. 

We actively encourage managers to support openness around mental 

wellbeing and to roll out our new o"ering with Unmind, we ensured we had 

both managerial and executive-level buy-in and we also recruited some key 

advocates ahead of launch. They helped us spread the word and provided 

feedback to help target wider communications. We ran a teaser campaign to 

give the upcoming launch context – using various digital and print marketing 

collateral. We positioned Unmind as having tools relevant to everyone, no 

matter their mental health state and launched using our all-hands meeting – 

so that we could go into detail and answer questions. As a key stakeholder, 

I also made sure that I used Unmind regularly – to understand it and to 

encourage others onto the platform using the Praise feature. I also take the 

opportunity to talk about mental wellbeing and show people our resources 

whenever possible.

Results within 1 month

Feedback has been great – employees appreciate the structure o"ered by Series, the bite-sized nature of Tools and love 

Praise. We've also included Unmind and our bene#ts o"ering within our job pages. We're proud to be a proactive 

employer on mental health and see it as a core value proposition. The challenge is to reach more employees who perhaps 

aren’t as open about or proactive in looking after their mental health. I’ll be working on communications throughout the 

year and with line managers to implement wellbeing workshops – to increase awareness and repeat usage. Embedding 

change takes time but already employees are using Unmind, are super happy with their experience and are appreciative 

that the company is supporting them in this way.

“I like that [Unmind] 
teaches you how to 
be aware of Mental 
Health whilst also 
having areas for 
you to look after 
yourself.”

ANONYMOUS USER

42% of workforce 
registered

578 tool 
minutes used

100 Praise 
messages sent


